
 

 

 

 

Dear Parents and Carers,                                                          22nd May 2020 

I am writing as promised at the beginning of the week. I had hoped that the further 

guidance we had been expecting would have been published but it is not yet with us. As I 

outlined before, the Government has indicated for secondary schools the expectation for 

'some face to face support' with Year 10 pupils starting no earlier than 1st June.  

We are still not certain what this means, and the Government had indicated that decisions 

will be made on 28th May regarding this.  It is for this reason that I am not able to issue 

any further plans at this time, as I am sure you will understand. I will be waiting for 28th 

May and then if deemed safe will start to look at some additional support for Year 10. 

Our online provision for all year groups will be continuing after half term and for the rest 

of the academic year. We will keep asking you and your children for feedback so that we 

can keep making changes to make our provision as effective as we can. 

There is an issued guidance document for parents regarding supporting children to learn at 

home that has been released this week so I am attaching the link for you. We aim for our 

work to be able to be accessed independently by children, if you have any concerns about 

your child not being able to access the work please do contact us so that we can help and 

support. We are encouraging children to send work they are proud of to 

iamproud@castlemanor.org.uk and would love to hear from them. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/help-secondary-school-children-continue-their-education-

during-coronavirus-covid-19 

Our key worker and vulnerable student provision is increasing after half term, supporting 

children to be in school where needed. This is a supported study model when children are 

accessing their online learning at school. If you need to access this provision it is vital you 

contact me on VWhitcombe@castlemanor.org.uk as we plan staffing according to need. 

We will be forming at least four small groups within this provision as it has grown 

significantly and we will be following all social distancing guidelines.  

I had contact from many of you on Wednesday and from your children on 'thank a teacher 

day'. Thank you so much, it has provided a much needed boost. Our staff are amazing and 

I am so proud of everything they are doing at this time. They are juggling being in school, 

and out of school delivering online learning and many have families that they are also 

trying to support with home schooling. Your understanding and care towards us have been 

truly appreciated.  

We have daily contact with every child through our microsoft forms reporting process. 

However we are also always here for you as parents too. Please don't hesitate to contact 

us if there is anything you need.  

With my best wishes  

Vanessa Whitcombe 
Headteacher 
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